
In the book Anne of Green Gables, the main character, Anne, is

always spinning up something in her imagination! Like her, you will

be making the world around you a more interesting place today! Two

of Anne's favorite activities include thinking up interesting place

names and writing creative stories.

Anne of Green
Gables at Home!
I M A G I N E  Y O U R  O W N  A D V E N T U R E
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For example, Anne names the orchard near her house

"The Haunted Wood," the pond near her friend's

house "The Lake of Shining Waters," and the main

road in town "The White Way of Delight." She also

starts a story writing club with her friends!

 
As Anne once said about imagining, "Isn't it splendid to think of all

the things there are to find out about? It just makes me feel glad to

be alive—it's such an interesting world. It wouldn't be half so

interesting if we know all about everything, would it? There'd be no

scope for imagination then, would there?"

 
For the first part of our activity, find four places either in your home,

your yard, or your neighborhood that you like and draw them in the

boxes on the next page. After you've colored in each box, give the

place a new name, one that reflects how special it is to you.
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AND NOW LET'S WRITE!

Inspired by the places you have drawn and named around your home,

make up a story that includes all four! Think about how your

adventures in these places would look and write about it down below.

Remember that Anne's most fascinating adventures all occurred right

around her home too!
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